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Heterogeneous data and models pose critical challenges for federated learning. However, the traditional federated learning
framework, which trains the global model by transferring model parameters, has major limitations; it requires that all participants
have the same training model architectures, and the trained global model does not guarantee accurate projections for participants’
personal data. To solve this problem, we propose a new federal framework named personalized federated learning with sem-
isupervised distillation (pFedSD), which ensures the privacy of the participants’ model architectures and improves the com-
munication efficiency by transmitting the model’s predicted class distribution rather than model parameters. First, the server
adopts the adaptive aggregation method to reduce the weight of low-quality model predictions for the model’s predicted class
distributions uploaded by all clients, which helps to improve the quality of the aggregation of the prediction class distribution.
)en, the server sends it back to the clients for local training to obtain the personalized model. We finally conducted experiments
on different datasets (MNIST, FMNIST, and CIFAR10), and the results show that the model performance of pFedSD exceeds the
latest federated distillation algorithms.

1. Introduction

In recent years, federated learning has become a popular
machine learning paradigm [1–3]. In federated learning, a
group of clients cooperate to train a global model without
uploading local datasets. Each client can only access its data,
which protects the privacy of participants’ data in the
training. Because of its advantages, federated learning has
broad application prospects in medicine, finance, artificial
intelligence, and other industries, and it has been a research
hotspot in recent years. In the training of federated learning,
the participants’ storage model device memory and com-
puting power may differ. For example, some participants’
equipment performance may be better or their local datasets
may be larger, which will require a slightly more complicated
model architecture. However, if the local device perfor-
mance is poor, and the local datasets are not very large, a
relatively simple model architecture should be selected.

In addition, some participants had already trained on
local data using a model of architecture before federated

training, so they did not need to start training from scratch
when doing federated training with other participants. Some
participants were even reluctant to share their models due to
privacy [4]. For the above reasons, the model architectures
selected by participants were also different. However, the
traditional federated learning framework trains the global
model by transferring model parameters between the server
and clients, which fails to meet the need for each client to
freely choose its own model architecture. )erefore, it is
necessary to allow each client the freedom to choose the
suitable model architecture for training.

In particular, in the medical and financial scenarios, due to
regional and equipment differences, the patient data of each
hospital or the user data of each insurance company are het-
erogeneous. However, the current federated learning focuses on
learning local data from all clients to obtain the global model.
However, due to the heterogeneity of clients in the actual scene,
the performance of the trained global model is poor when it is
run on clients. Furthermore, in reality, each participant (such as
a hospital) hasmostly unlabeled local data, and very little labeled
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data.)erefore, how to train a suitable model (including model
performance and model framework) for each participant under
the constraint of privacy protection and semisupervised sce-
narios is an urgent problem to be solved.

In this paper, to address the above issues, we first
propose personalized federated learning with semi-
supervised distillation (pFedSD), which aims at sharing the
same unlabeled dataset on all clients, and then use this
auxiliary unlabeled dataset to train with the client’s private
dataset. )is provides each client with a personalization
model whose architecture is completely designed by the
client itself and unknown to the server and other clients.

)e current methods combining federated learning and
knowledge distillation directly average the model predic-
tions (through softmax) uploaded by clients [4–6]. However,
due to the data heterogeneity of clients and the variable
quality of the models trained by clients, the importance of
the model outputs uploaded by them also varies. )erefore,
the model output uploaded by each client cannot be treated
equally. )erefore, to ensure the quality of aggregation
model prediction, this paper proposes an adaptive knowl-
edge aggregation method based on Jensen–Shannon (JS)
divergence, which improves the quality of aggregation
model prediction by reducing the aggregation weight of low-
quality models in each round, that is, reducing their con-
tribution degree.

In addition, when the trainedmodel is relatively complex,
the transmission of model parameters will consume huge
communication costs, and the transmission efficiency is very
slow. pFedSD uses the right number of distilled datasets to
improve communication efficiency in federated learning by
uploading model predictions on clients and pseudolabel of
shared unlabeled data back on the server. Moreover, Zhu
et al. [7] and Yin et al. [8] proved that the original data could
be recovered by using the stolen model gradient, and pFedSD
could effectively defend against gradient attack by trans-
mitting themodel outputs between the server and clients.)e
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(i) We propose a new federal framework to meet the
needs of each client to freely choose its model ar-
chitecture for training, which is the first framework
that combines federated learning and knowledge
distillation in a semisupervised scenario to solve the
problems of data and model heterogeneity.

(ii) A method of dynamic knowledge aggregation is
adopted on the server side. By reducing the weight of
the low-quality models, the method improves the
aggregation model’s predicted class distribution and
then improves the performance of local models.

(iii) )e clients upload the model’s predicted class dis-
tributions, and the server returns the pseudolabels of
the shared unlabeled data, which greatly improves
the communication efficiency in federated learning.

(iv) Experimental results on benchmark datasets and
real datasets demonstrate that the performance of
pFedSD is better than that of the existing combined
distillation methods.

2. Preliminary and Related Work

2.1. Knowledge Distillation. )e basic idea of knowledge
distillation is to take the output of an extensive complex
network and transmit it as knowledge to a small network [9].
In the training process, the small network can learn the
information of the real labels of the data and can learn the
relationship between different labels and can then be con-
verted into a compact network. An extensive network is
called a teacher network, and a small network is called a
student network. However, traditional knowledge distilla-
tion algorithms require a pretrained teacher network, and
the teacher network cannot obtain feedback from the stu-
dent network during the training process. Zhang et al. [10]
proposed a deep mutual learning method in which multiple
networks are trained simultaneously. During the training
process, each network not only receives supervision from
real labels but also learns from the experiences of other
networks to further improve the generalization ability of the
model.

Federated learning based on knowledge distillation is a
collaborative training of multiple clients. However, direct
use of knowledge distillation in federated learning requires
the same local data of each device, which is obviously not
practical. To solve this problem, Li and Wang [4], Itahara
et al. [5], Sun and Lyu [6], Chang et al. [11], and Hu et al.
[12] introduced a public unlabeled dataset. Enables clients
to complete federated learning training by distilling on the
same data. Figure 1 shows the process of federated dis-
tillation, in which each client is both a student and a
teacher. As students, they receive the model prediction
distribution from the central server aggregation for dis-
tillation training, and as teachers, they provide their own
model’s predicted class distribution to the server-side
aggregation to guide other clients in distillation training.
However, these methods assume an available public un-
labeled dataset or use part of the original data as public
data, which introduces certain constraints and may com-
promise the privacy of user data. Unlike previous research
efforts, pFedSD uses generators trained by clients on un-
labeled data locally to obtain public data.

2.2. Semisupervised Learning. In most cases of the real
world, there are very little data with labels. Since labeled data
are complex and unlabeled data are easy to obtain, people
use many unlabeled data to train with labeled data. )is
training method is called semisupervised learning. Semi-
supervised learning has achieved much in recent years
[13–15]. )e current optimal semisupervised learning
method, FixMatch [14], integrates the previous methods and
consistently regularizes weakly augmented and strongly
augmented images of the same image, thus achieving better
performance.

2.3. Personalized Federated Learning. )e original purpose
of federated learning is to collaborate with all participants to
obtain an aggregation model [3]. However, when the private
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data of clients present different distributions, that is, they are
not independent and identically distributed (non-IID),
which causes each client model to update in a different
direction. Finally, the single global model aggregated by the
server cannot be suitable for all clients. Even some clients get
a global model that is worse than the model they train locally
without participating in the collaboration. )is weakens the
clients’ motivation to participate in collaborative training.
)e heterogeneous data problem of clients can be solved by
using the personalized federated learning method, that is,
training a personalized model for each client. At present,
there are kinds of personalized federated learning methods
[16–19]. )ese personalized federated learning methods are
the same as the traditional federated learning framework,
which trains the model by transferring model parameters
between the server and clients. However, this will lead to
each client getting the model with the same architecture at
last, which ignores the local device capability of clients and
has great limitations. FedPU [20] is slightly similar to our
work in that he builds models from labeled and unlabeled
datasets stored on clients. But the goal of FedPU is to train a
global model, and it also follows the traditional federated
learning framework that does not allow for the heterogeneity
of local models.

)e current works adopt the combination of knowledge
distillation and federated learning to transfer model pre-
dictions between clients and the server rather than model
parameters to ensure the privacy of the client model ar-
chitectures [4–6, 10, 12]. However, these federated knowl-
edge distillation methods directly average the model
predictions uploaded by clients. Due to each client’s different
qualities of the model trained locally, the importance of the
knowledge in the model predictions uploaded by them is
different, so there should be a more appropriate aggregation
method. Unlike previous research works, pFedSD obtains
public unlabeled data by using generators trained by clients
and assigns different aggregate weights to each client
according to the similarity between the model prediction
values of clients in the current round and the aggregated
prediction value of the previous round. )e aggregate

methods reduce the contribution of low-quality models;
therefore, the quality of the aggregate model prediction is
improved. As the clients distill the aggregate model pre-
diction, the aggregate method finally improves the perfor-
mance of the clients’ personalized models.

3. Methodology

3.1. Federated Distillation Learning. Setting K clients for
federated learning training, each client k has labeled datasets
Dk � (xi, yi) 

Nk

i�1 of size Nk that draw from distribution Pk.
Here, Pi∈K ≠ Pj∈K(i≠ j). )ere are public data
Dpublic � (xi, yi) 

m
i�1 of sizem shared to clients. Each client k

designs its model wk according to the communication ca-
pacity, storage capacity, and local dataset size of its own local
device. When the communication round t � 0, for each
client k, their optimization goal is

argmin
wk

Cross Entropy fk(x, w), y( . (1)

)en, model wk is used to predict the public data to
obtain pt

k, which is then averaged by the server and sent back
to the clients:

p
t
avg � 

K

k�1

Nk

k∈KNk

p
t
k. (2)

When the communication round t> 0, client k obtains
pt
avg and performs model update together with

(Xpublic, pt
avg)∪ (x, y):

argmin
wk

Cross Entropy fk(x, w), y(  + KL fk Xpublic, w , p
t
avg  .

(3)

However, public data may compromise the privacy of the
original data. In addition, when the client data present non-
IID, the quality of the model trained by each client is dif-
ferent, which leads to the different importance of the class
distribution predicted by each client model. )e aggregation

Client 1

Client 2

Client K

Student/Teacher

Student/Teacher

Student/Teacher

Public
dataset

Prediction

Prediction

Prediction

Aggregate

Figure 1: )e workflow of federated distillation.
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method of equation (2) cannot flexibly provide the aggre-
gation weight for each client.

3.2. Problem Definition of pFedSD. While existing federated
distillation methods are conducted in supervised settings,
pFedSD is conducted in semisupervised settings. We define
k ∈ K clients with local datasets Dk. Dk contains labeled
datasets Dlk

� (xi, yi) 
Nl

i�1 and unlabeled datasets
Duk

� (xi) 
Nu

i�1; the Dlk
and Duk

for each client k draw from
different distributions, and Nu≫Nl.

To observe the same data on clients, we share the same
unlabeled data Dpublic � (xi, yi) 

m
i�1 on each client, and

m≫Nl. )e learning task of pFedSD is to obtain the per-
sonalized model P(k) through federated training for K

clients with different model architectures wk and different
local datasets Dk under Dpublic.

3.3. pFedSD Framework. Traditional federated learning
trains the model by transferring model parameters on both
the server and clients, but this method has many limitations.
To address these limitations, we propose pFedSD, and the
pFedSD framework is shown in Figure 2. )ere are labeled
and unlabeled image datasets with different degrees (non,
mild, moderate, severe) of Alzheimer’s disease locally on
clients. )e process of the whole framework is played by a
central server and multiple clients as the main role.

3.3.1. Generation of Public Unlabeled Data. Since knowledge
distillation is observed on the same data samples, we share
the same unlabeled data Dpublic on clients. Algorithm 1
shows the way to obtain Dpublic. First, each client k trains
a generator Gk on the local unlabeled dataset and uploads it
to the server together with random seeds seedk of random
noise control. )en, the server uses Gk (k � 1, 2, . . . , K) to
generate data and mix it. After that, the server selects m

generated samples of good quality as public unlabeled data
and finally returns them to the clients.

3.3.2. Adaptive Aggregation Method. )e role of the central
server is mainly to aggregate the model outputs uploaded by
clients. Since clients’ data and model architectures are
heterogeneous, the importance of their model outputs is
different, so they cannot be treated equally.

In our pFedSD framework, a dynamic aggregation
method in which the central server assigns weight to each
client according to the distribution similarity between the
model output uploaded by each client and the model output
value of the previous round of aggregation. We use JS di-
vergence to measure the similarity of distributions, with a
value between 0 and 1. )e smaller the similarity is, the
smaller the weight will be. First, we calculate the auxiliary
value zk of the aggregate weight of client k participating in
the training in each round, which can be written as follows:

zk �


Ct

k�1 JS p
t−1
global, p

t
k 

JS p
t−1
global, p

t
k  + ε

, (4)

where Ct is the number of participants in the t-th com-
munication round, JS(pt−1

global, pt
k) is the JS divergence value

of the model prediction pt
k uploaded by each participant k in

the t-th communication round, and the model prediction
pt−1
global aggregated in the last round. To prevent the above

expression of zk from becoming meaningless when
JS(pt−1

global, pt
k) � 0, we add a term ε in the denominator; ε

denotes a minimal value approaching 0. After the nor-
malization of zk, the aggregation weight of each client is
obtained.

)en, the server obtains the aggregate output pt
global by

p
t
global � 

k∈Ct

zk

k∈Ct
zk

∗p
t
k, (5)

pt
global is an m∗d matrix, where d is the number of classes in

the dataset. Each row of pt
global corresponds to the probability

distribution of the class of each sample, fromwhich we select
the one with the highest probability as the pseudolabel of the
sample and send it back to the client. Using this method
greatly improves the efficiency of communication without
affecting performance. By adopting this method, the ag-
gregation weight of low-quality models can be reduced, and
the quality of aggregation model prediction can be im-
proved. We show the pseudocode of the aggregation process
of the server in Algorithm 2.

3.3.3. Local Updates Based on Distillation. All clients only
train on local data in communication round t � 0, which is
the same as the previous federated distillation methods. In
communication round t> 0, they use labeled loss on both
shared public data and local labeled data and unlabeled loss
on local unlabeled data to perform local model updates. We
formulate the objective of each client k as

argmin
wk

Llocal � argmin
wk

Ll + βLu + cLdistill , (6)

where Llocal is the total loss function of training, Ll is the
cross-entropy loss between prediction fk(xl, w) of model w

of labeled data xl and hard label y on client k, and Ldistill is
the cross-entropy loss between prediction fk(Xpublic, w),

and pseudolabel Y on shared public unlabeled data Xpublic.
Lu is the loss function of the unlabeled data. β and c are fixed
hyperparameters (β�1, c � 1), which denote the loss weights
of Lu and Ldistill, respectively. Ll and Ldistill can be written as

Ll �
1
bl
′


x∈bl

fk(x, w), y( , (7)

Ldistill �
1

bdistill′


x∈bdistill

fk Xpublic, w , Y . (8)

For Lu, we adopt the same consistency regularization
method as in FixMatch [14]. For the same image data, the
predictions of the model should not change significantly
under minor perturbations. Specifically, weak data aug-
mentation (flip or cropping) and strong data augmentation
(image distortion) are performed on image data x to obtain
xw and xs, respectively. Function 1(.) is used to determine
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the class with the highest confidence probability greater
than the threshold τ in the model output f(xw, w) and take
it as the pseudolabel of xw. According to consistency

regularization, the pseudolabel argmax(f(xw, w)) for xw

should be consistent with the model output f(xs) for xs,
and Lu can be written as

Lu �
1
bu
′


x∈bu

1 max f xw, w( ( > τΦt argmax f xw, w( ( ( , f xs, w( ( , (9)

whereΦ(.) represents the cross-entropy loss. By training the
public data with the local data, each client gains global
knowledge from the aggregated prediction and improves the
generalization of the local model. We show the pseudocode
of the clients trained locally in Algorithm 3.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment Settings

4.1.1. Datasets. We conduct experiments on three
benchmark datasets, MNIST [21], FMNIST [22], and
CIFAR10 [23]. For MNIST, we split the dataset into 60000
samples for training, 5000 samples for validation, and
5000 samples for testing. For the FMNIST and CIFAR10
datasets, we split the dataset into 50000 samples for
training, 5000 samples for validation, and 5000 samples

for testing. Each client uses DCGAN [24] to train the
generator, and the server randomly samples m � 5000
samples from all the generated samples as public unla-
beled data.

4.1.2. Model. We conducted experiments under two sce-
narios: homogeneous models and heterogeneous models. To
simulate client training with different model frameworks,
similar to [12], we use neural networks with different layers
and different numbers of neurons. Either 2 or 3 convolution
layers can be selected, and the number of neural units in each
layer can be chosen from 64, 128, 192, and 256. For the
scenario of homogeneous models, we choose a three-layer
convolution layer and a model framework of a fully con-
nected layer. )e neural output channels of the convolution
layer are 128, 192, and 256.

Aggregation

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Hospital 1

Server

Hospital 2 Hospital K

1

9

Public unlabeled data

Non Mild

ptglobal

ptk ptk

ptk
Y⌃

Y⌃

Figure 2: pFedSD framework.
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Input: number of clients K, local unlabeled data Duk
for each client k

Output: Xpublic
for k � 1, 2, . . . , K do

Gk, seedk←GAN(Duk
)

return Gk, seedk

end
Server (Gk, seedk):
Initialize D
for k � 1, 2, . . . , K do

Xk←Gk(seedk)

D � D∪Xk

end
Sample m examples x1, x2, . . . , xm  as Xpublic from D

return Xpublic to clients

ALGORITHM 1: Generation of public unlabeled data.

Input: number of clients K, number of communication rounds T

Output: Aggregated prediction Y

Assign public unlabeled datasets Dpublic
for each round t � 0, 1, 2, . . . , T − 1 do

Ck← select random frac∗K clients from K

if t � 0 then
for k ∈ Ct do

pt
k← ClientUpdate(t)

Compute zk by Equation (4)
end

else
for k ∈ Ct do

pt
k← ClientUpdate(Y, t)

Compute zk by Equation (4)
end

end
Compute pt

global by equation (5)
Y � argmax(pt

global)

end

ALGORITHM 2: Server execute.

Input: communication round t, local labeled data Dlk
, local unlabeled data Duk

and public data Dpublic for each client k, number of
local epochs E, batch size bl

′ of labeled data, batch size bdistill′ of public data, batch size bu
′ of unlabeled data, confidence threshold τ,

learning rate η, loss weight β and c

Output: model’s predicted class distribution pt
k Initialize the local model w0

k

Bl← split Dl into batches of size bl
′

Bdistill← splitDpublic into batches of size bdistill′
Bu← split Du into batches of size bu

′
if t � 0 then

for each local epoch e� 0, 1, 2, . . ., E− 1 do
for each batch bl ∈ Bl, bdistill ∈ Bdistill and bu ∈ Bu do
Compute Llocal by equation (1)
we

k � we
k − η∇Llocal

end
end

else
for each local epoch e� 0, 1, 2, . . ., E− 1 do

ALGORITHM 3: Continued.
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4.1.3. Baselines. We use three algorithms, FedMD [4], DS-
FL [5], and MHAT [12], which are personalized algorithms
combining knowledge distillation and federated learning, as
the comparison algorithm for pFedSD. In particular, similar
to [6], we observe the effect of different distillation methods,
pFedSD-soft and pFedSD-hot, on our algorithm. pFedSD-
soft represents the use of predictive distribution information
as public unlabeled data to train the model. )e aggregated
predictive distribution information contains the model
predictive class distribution of each sample in the public
unlabeled data. pFedSD-hot means that the class with the
highest probability in the model prediction class distribution
of each sample is used as the pseudolabel of the sample to
train the model. )e benchmark performance evaluation
indicator of all methods is the top-1 test accuracy.

4.1.4. Implementation Details. We implemented pFedSD
and FedMD, DS-FL, and MHAT using PyTorch in a sem-
isupervised scenario. For all datasets, we choose K� 10
clients and randomly sample clients with frac� 0.8 for each
communication round. For the MNIST dataset, the total
number of samples per client is 6000, and the labeled
samples and unlabeled samples are 50 and 5950, respectively.
For FMNIST, the total number of samples per client is 5000,
and the labeled and unlabeled samples are 50 and 4950,
respectively. For the CIFAR10 dataset, the total number of
samples per client is 5000, and the labeled samples and
unlabeled samples are 150 and 4850, respectively.

Client local data training with SGD and the hyper-
parameters are learning rate(lr)� 0.01, momentum� 0.9,
weight decay� 5∗ 10− 4, β� 1, c � 1, τ � 0.8, bl

′� 20, bu
′� 100,

bdistill′ � 100, T � 100, and E � 10. Dirichlet distribution [25] is
adopted for client data distribution, which uses α to control
the non-IID degree of data. )e smaller α is, the greater the
non-IID degree of the data.

4.2. Experimental Results

4.2.1. Performance on Benchmark Dataset. Figures 3 and 4
visualize the performance comparison of pFedSD and base-
lines on the MNIST dataset under different distribution
settings (IID and non-IID) and different scenarios (homo-
geneous models and heterogeneous models). It can be seen
that the test performance of our method pFedSD outperforms
the baselines under different settings. FedMD adopts the
simplest aggregation scheme, which considers all participants’

model predictions as equally important and directly averages
the model predictions uploaded by clients. Since the entropy
value of the model prediction after aggregation is too high, it
is not conducive to the distillation of the client. At the same
time, DS-FL intensifies and reduces the entropy value of the
model prediction of aggregation. As a result, the client dis-
tillation training learns more accurate information from the
predicted distribution of the aggregation more quickly, so the
performance of DS-FL is slightly better than that of FedMD in
most cases. MHAT implements information aggregation by
training an auxiliary model on the server.

In Figures 3 and 4, when the distributions of local data on
clients are not so skewed and the quality of the trained models
is not so different, MHAT is not much different from pFedSD.
In contrast, when the local data distributions of clients are
skewed and there is a large difference between the local models,
the auxiliary model trained on the server fails to effectively
aggregate the information, leading to a decline in performance.
Due to the data heterogeneity of clients and so on, the quality of
the models trained locally on clients is different, and the reason
why ourmethod, pFedSD, outperforms baselines each round is
that the aggregation weight of the low-quality models is re-
duced, so that the quality of the aggregationmodel prediction is
improved. In addition, in pFedSD, the pseudolabels aggregated
by the client download server are trained as hard labels for the
public unlabeled data along with the local labeled data, and
pFedSD greatly improves the performance of the client local
models, due to data augmentation.

In addition, we can see that there is little difference
between the performance of pFedSD-soft and pFedSD-hot,
and even a slight improvement in the performance of
pFedSD-hot compared to pFedSD-soft.

4.2.2. Performance Evaluation in Different Scenarios and
Different Datasets. Figure 5 shows the test performance
evaluation of all the methods under different datasets and
settings. As the degree of non-IID decreases gradually, the
test performance of all methods also increases gradually,
which is very reasonable. For all α values of different
datasets, the performance of pFedSD is no lower than that of
the baselines, which shows the superiority of our method.

Specifically, when α≤ 0.1, there was little difference in
test accuracy between each method, and even though
pFedSD was slightly more accurate than the other methods,
the difference was not significant. )is may be because the
knowledge learned by the local models of clients is limited,

for each batch bl ∈ Bl, bdistill ∈ Bdistill and bu ∈ Bu do
Compute Llocal by equations (6)–(9)
we

k � we−1
k − η∇Llocal

end
end

end
pt

k � fk(Xpublic, wk)

return pt
k to server

ALGORITHM 3: Client update.
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Figure 3: Test performance of pFedSD compared with baselines for different non-IID settings (i.e., α� 1, α� 10) and IID setting (i.e.,
α� 100) on MNIST and the same model structures. (a)α� 1. (b)α� 10. (c)α� 100.
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Figure 4: Test performance of pFedSD compared with baselines for different non-IID settings (i.e., α� 1, α� 10) and IID setting (i.e.,
α� 100) on MNIST and different model structures. (a)α� 1. (b)α� 10. (c)α� 100.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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and the quality of the predicted distribution aggregated by
the aggregation method in pFedSD is not significantly
different from that of the aggregationmethod in FedMD and
DS-FL, while MHAT is significantly lower than pFedSD. In
contrary, when α≥ 0.1, the adaptive aggregation method in
pFedSD improves the predictive distribution quality of
aggregation by reducing the weight of the predictive dis-
tributions of the low-quality models and thus improves the
learning performance of the local models of clients, because
the importance of the knowledge learned from the local
model of each client is different. It is clear from Figure 5 that
pFedSD has a better test performance than other methods.

4.2.3. Comparison of Communication Efficiency for Different
Federated Distillation Methods. Compared with the tradi-
tional federated learning framework, which trains models by
transferring model parameters between the server and cli-
ents, federated distillation trains models by transmitting
model prediction information, which greatly improves the
communication efficiency when the models are more
complex. However, in this part, we mainly focus on the
communication efficiency comparison between pFedSD and
other federated distillation methods. After approximately
15 rounds, with the same accuracy, pFedSD has fewer
communication rounds than the baselines used in
Figures 3 and 4.

Table 1 summarizes the number of parameters required
per communication round for each method (FedMD, DS-
FL, MHAT, and pFedSD). Our method, pFedSD-hot, re-
quires the least number of parameters per communication
round. )erefore, pFedSD-hot greatly reduces the com-
munication cost, thus improving the communication effi-
ciency in federated learning. We used pFedSD-hot as the
distillation method for the local clients in our framework

4.2.4. Performance Impact of Varying Public Data Sizes.
In this section, we study the influence of varying public data
sizes m on the test performance of the algorithms.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate that with the increase in
public data m, the performance of pFedSD also increases

slightly, where pFedSD is pFedSD-hot. )erefore, public
dataset sizes m should be selected moderately. If m is too
small, the performance will decline significantly. If m is too
large, the performance is not great, but communication
transmission costs increase.

Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the performance comparison
of each method with different sizes of public data in different
scenarios. From the figure, we know that with the increase in
public data m, the degree of increase of each method is not
consistent. Our method is better than the other methods in
both homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios. Especially
in heterogeneous scenarios, our method shows superior
performance, which also verifies our method analysis.

4.2.5. Further Experimental Results and Analysis

(1) Experiments on the Real-World Dataset. We think that
experiments on a real-world example would provide much
stronger evidence for evaluating the proposed method.
)erefore, we evaluate pFedSD on the COVID-19 X [26]
dataset. )e dataset contained images of three categories
(Normal, Pneumonia, and COVID-19), with the training
dataset containing 13,954 training images and the test
dataset containing 1,579 test images. We used ResNet50 as a
model to evaluate our approach and baselines. We assign
each client 150 labeled images and the rest as unlabeled
images. We randomly sample clients with frac� 1 for each
communication round. )e results are shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, our method outperforms all
baselines in scenarios with different data skew degrees,
which is consistent with our previous observations. )e
experiments on the real scenario demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our approach.

(2) Ae Importance of Distillation for Local Update. In the
following description, when the pFedSD appears alone, it
refers to pFedSD-hot. To understand the importance of
knowledge distillation in pFedSD, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of both methods in pFedSD using knowledge dis-
tillation (β�1, c � 1) and without knowledge distillation
(β�1, c � 0). Not using knowledge distillation in pFedSD
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Figure 5:)e test performance evaluation of all themethods onMNIST (a, d), F-MNIST (b, e), CIFAR10 (c, f ). (a–c) Homogeneousmodels.
(d–f) Heterogeneous models.
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means that the client updates only locally. As shown in
Figure 8, the test performance using knowledge distillation
in pFedSD outperforms local only, which means that our
proposed method can effectively capture the knowledge of
other models to improve the performance of the local model.

(3) Ae Impact of Using a Different Areshold for pFedSD. To
clarify the effects of different thresholds on pFedSD, we
studied the results of different thresholds on pFedSD. )e
results are shown in Table 2; we found that a lower threshold

will lead to a lower pFedSD performance. )is is because
when the threshold is low, most of the unlabeled data will be
incorrectly labeled, which results in a large amount of error
that is consistent with the observations in FixMatch [6].

(4) Ae Impact of Using Different Learning Rate Schedules for
pFedSD. Table 3 shows the results of our ablation study with
different optimizers. We tried different learning rate pa-
rameters for different optimizers. As seen from Table 3, the
SGD optimizer performs better than Adam in our proposed

Table 1: Comparison of the number of parameters of pFedSD-hot and baselines transmitted between the server and clients in each
communication round.

Methods )e number parameters each communication round× 103

FedMD 100
DS-FL 100
MHAT 100
pFedSD-soft 100
pFedSD-hot 55
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Figure 6: In the case of homogeneous and heterogeneous models, the influence of different public dataset sizes on the test performance of (a,
b) pFedSD, and (c, d) all methods onMNISTwith α � 10, frac� 0.8, and T � 100. (a) Homo-models (pFedSD). (b) Hetero-models (pFedSD).
(c) Homo-models (all). (d) Hetero-models (all).
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Figure 7: Test performance of pFedSD compared with baselines on COVID-19 X dataset. (a)α� 1. (b)α� 10. (c)α� 100.
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method. For the same optimizer, it is evident that using
different learning rates results in different pFedSD perfor-
mances in Table 3. At the same time, the varying degree of
the learning rate also leads to different degrees of
performance.

5. Conclusions

In this article, to solve the heterogeneous problems of data
and models in federated learning, we propose a personalized
federated learning framework pFedSD based on adaptive

aggregation and semisupervised knowledge distillation,
which provides personalized models for the clients by
transferring knowledge of nonmodel parameters between
the server and clients. To observe the same public data on
clients, each client adopts a generative adversarial network to
train a generator on local unlabeled data uploaded to the
central server. According to the generator, the server gen-
erates synthetic samples of the clients’ local data and takes
high-quality samples as public data. Second, we use the local
labeled and unlabeled clients’ data to train with the public
data to learn from other clients and then use the trained
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Figure 8: Test performance of pFedSD compared with local only for different settings on MNIST and same model structures.

Table 2: Test performance comparison of different thresholds for FedSD on MNIST and same model structures.

τ α � 10 α � 0.1
0.2 92.12 38.95
0.4 92.02 39.47
0.6 93.33 40.73
0.7 93.62 41.17
0.8 93.73 41.29
0.85 93.69 40.58
0.9 93.58 40.15
0.95 93.5 40.13

Table 3: Test performance comparison of different optimizer thresholds for FedSD on MNIST and the same model structures.

Optimizer Learning rate α� 10 α� 0.1

SGD

0.01 93.53 41.29
0.03 87.46 40.71
0.05 83.22 40.04
0.001 91.18 41.03
0.003 90.46 40.28
0.005 87.66 40.11

Adam

0.001 81.07 39.41
0.003 82.46 38.78
0.005 82.42 38.66
0.0001 86.36 39.65
0.0003 86.19 39.03
0.0005 85.82 38.98
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model to predict the public data and upload model pre-
diction to the server side. In particular, we propose an
adaptive aggregation method based on JS divergence, which
reduces the weight of the low-quality models on the server
side and improves the quality of the aggregation model
prediction, which enhances the performance of the per-
sonalized model on the client side. Finally, clients download
the pseudo label information of the public data from the
server and train it with the local data to obtain the per-
sonalization models. We demonstrate the superiority of the
pFedSD test performance and communication efficiency in
the experiments. In the future, we will try to exploremethods
other than knowledge distillation to solve data and model
heterogeneity problems.
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